Who Is Satarah?
Satarah is the love child of Sarah Hahn and Satya, created shortly after their
introduction and the kindling of their friendship in 2011. Both of them starting their journey as belly
dancers, they found the elements of fire and air as they progressed and evolved. Now teaching and
performing dance, fire arts, aerial silks, aerial hoop and static trapeze, they bring their passion for
the arts to cities throughout the US to share and inspire others.

Their performance style is very unique and incredibly diverse, covering a wide range of
skills and human emotions. Focusing on each piece as an immersive story, their goal is to make the
audience feel. Whether that feeling be joy, sadness or any of the multitude of feelings in between,
their hope is to inspire others to see the possibilities in themselves and the world around them.
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Satya And Sarah
Satya’s Bio: Finding a colorful and unbridled
love of movement at an early age, Satya started
formal dance classes at age 14. Her love of the
unconventional led her to join the AZ Renaissance
Festival in 2005 as a belly dance in a work music
and dance troupe, Ghazaal Beledi. Since then, she
has continued her belly dance training, specializing
in Tribal Fusion and now teaches classes and
workshops throughout the US. Throughout this time,
Satya found a love for the fire arts as well as aerial
silks and most of all, lyra. She currently performs
and teaches as half of the creative movement
troupe, Satarah as well as a solo artist. Whether
from the ground, through the air or the flames,
Satya's light burns brightly on stage, bringing a
refreshing authenticity and from-the-heart pieces to
audiences everywhere.

Sarahs Bio: As a lifelong performer and a
professional dancer, Sarah's experience includes ballet, tap,
jazz, contemporary, modern, hip hop, gymnastics, belly
dance, aerial silks, trapeze, Lyra, and fire. She is a driven
dancer, always looking to better herself and she loves to
share her passion with others. In 2010, she began teaching
belly dance and has travelled the southeast teaching
workshops and performing. In the past seven years, Sarah
has found her biggest love in circus arts where she
continues to learn and expand her skills. She is known for
her characters onstage and her silliness in real life.
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Dance, Aerial, Fire
Dance: Choreographing With A Partner
As the old saying goes, "Two heads are better than one." This can definitely be the
case when you're working on a duo or group choreography. There isn't just one way to make this
work. Allow Satarah take you on a journey of how they build the original choreographies you see
them perform! Learn tactics from creation to communication for building success. There will also be
elements on how to put together the perfect set for a gig, taking in consideration who you're
performing for and more. (90 minutes)
Fire: Fire Eating
Learn how to safely and properly eat fire. We will take this slowly and teach every step
so that you are super comfortable and secure. For those that have experience fire eating, we will
give instruction on how to take it to the next level. (90 minutes)
Fire: Fleshing With A Hint Of Vapor Tricks
Learn how to use fuel to transfer flame on your own flesh and between your torch and
your skin. Also learn transfers and other tricks using your fuel's vapor. We'll be working on partner
tricks for those of you that have already taken this class. (90 minutes)
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Sarah’s Dance Workshop Offerings:
What Is American Tribal Style?
In this workshop, we will explore the basics of this group improvisational dance. We will
discuss the importance of posture, formation and exchanging energy with your dance sisters. We will
also look at the four fast groups of movement, and a couple slow moves. By the end of this
workshop, we will all be dancing together! (120 minutes)
The Basics Of Belly Dance
Have you ever wanted to try belly dance? Here’s your chance to dip your toes in the water.
One warning, though, the water is at a perfect temperature and you may feel the desire to jump in
head first! We’ll explore our bodies and what they can do through the vessel of dance. Sarah will
present some basic movement and combinations to get everyone moving! (90 minutes)
Killing Choreography
Take a trip into your own creativity. Sarah will guide you through a couple different ways to
create your own choreography. Together, this class will create one or two 32 count combinations for
an example. Come ready to create and ready to dance! Great for any level (90 minutes)
Know Your Dance Body
Learn a little more about movement through kinesiology and nutrition. Do you know what
causes the motions your body makes when you dance? Do you know what foods to avoid to keep
the greatest range of motion in your body? These are some of the things discussed in this workshop.
Also, learn the importance of a solid warm up and cool down/ stretch. (90 minutes)
Conditioning For Aerialists And Dancers
This intense conditioning course will leave you feeling open and exhausted. We will push
through that point in which we think we can’t go any further. This workshop focuses on building
strength, stamina, flexibility and body awareness. Bring a water bottle and a towel! There are
modifications for all levels. (90 minutes)
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Sarah’s Dance Workshop Offerings:

Musicality For Movers
Everyone hears music differently, but there’s one thing that should be across the board- the
beat! We will discuss a few different terms and what they mean, listen and evaluate music, while
improv dancing and creating movement to match the sounds of the music! (90 minutes)

American Tribal Style Intermediate
So, you’ve got a pretty good knowledge of ATS? Awesome! Now, let’s utilize some of the
movements you’ve learned and create fun combinations and delve further into formations. This class
is geared towards ATS dancers who have knowledge of level 1 and level 2 movements.
Prerequisites: A working knowledge of ATS Level 1 and some Level 2. (120 minutes)

American Tribal Style Advanced Study
Have you ever noticed that little tiny precursor movement that your dance partner gives you
before she actually cues the next move? We will explore this phenomenon as we work in duets and
trios. We will also intensely study the chorus- entrance, exit and performance. This workshop is best
for experienced ATS dancers with a solid comfort in all level 1 and 2 moves, and a working
knowledge of level 3. A working knowledge of ATS Level 2. (120 minutes)
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Sarah’s Aerial Workshop Offerings:

From This to That
Ever wonder how your favorite dancer seems to flow effortlessly from one move to another?
Strong transitions can make your performance look all the better. Join Sarah as she exercises your
brain and body to find the best transitions from move to move. Great for begintermediate to
advanced dancers. (90 minutes)

Exploring Hip Keys (Silks)
In this class, we will learn exercises to strengthen and create memory of the muscles used for
the hip key. For beginners, we will learn the body positions needed in order to execute the hip key.
For more experienced aerialists, work work for a polished look in their hip keys from the air in both
shoulder lock-off and straight arm hang. Then, it’s exploration time! What fun new shapes and poses
are able to be made?

(90-120 minutes)

Is This A Move? (Trapeze)
Sometimes, it feels like there are so many places you could go, but it’s hard to determine
whether or not you should. During this workshop, we will work to clarify categories of moves and
establish safe ways to test new moves and combinations. This may result in new moves, transitions,
and combinations! Come to class with an open mind! (90 minutes)
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Sarah’s Fire Workshop Offerings:

Fan Me Off
Learn some sweet fire fan skills. Whether you're brand new to fans or have been working with
them for awhile, you'll get some great new information and choreography. We do have some fans
available but if you have your own, please bring them. (90 minutes)
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Satya’s Dance Workshop Offerings:
Improve Your Improv
2 hours Let’s take a stroll down the dark and scary road of improv. We will discuss many
skills that you need in order to improv with the best of ‘em, including being able to anticipate your
music and combine sharp and quick movements with slow and flowy ones. We will also do some
exercises to release inhibitions, relax your mind and dance from your soul! By the time we are done,
you’ll have many skills to help put the fear of improv far behind you
Emote Your Way Into Their Hearts
2 hours Emoting is one of the most important and effective performance aspect of dance. In
this workshop, I will teach a short choreography that we will then use to do exercises alone, with a
partner and in a group that will really take you out of your comfort zone and encourage embracing
different aspects of your psyche, letting the feeling that you are trying to express take you over for a
short time...the acting aspect of dance.
Bellydance For Balance: Body, Mind, Spirit
2 hours - Allow Satya to be your guide on your journey into the world of bellydance. This
workshop delves into the holistic benefits of a beautiful art form. Through a combination of breath
work, posture, bellydance technique, choreography and meditation, you will have the opportunity to
create more balance in your life through your relationship with dance.
The Total Package - Drills In Isolations And Layering
2 hours - Enjoy this heart pumping, brain busting workshop that will give your mind and body
the conditioning they need to start putting foundational movements together. Whether you’ve taken
belly dance workshops in the past or not, this workshop is for you. We will work at your level to
make these skills attainable and fun, while creating drills that you can take home and practice on
your own. These exercises can and do translate to other forms of movement arts as well, so let your
mind go wild!
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Satya’s Aerial Workshop Offerings:
Find Your Lightness, Find Your Flow (Lyra)
Do you ever feel heavy when learning a new move? In this workshop, we will focus on looking
and feeling lighter in the air. We'll take a look at ways to make our movements on the lyra more
deliberate, more purposeful and less cumbersome and you will learn a choreography, adding your
own flair and making it into your very own creation. The final goal? To flow through your piece as if
you were born on the lyra. (2 hours)

Splits For Days (Lyra)
Lyra is an amazing apparatus for many reasons. One of them is the fact that even if you
aren’t the bendiest person in the world, you can still look AMAZING in a split! During this workshop,
we will learn splits from all around the hoop and talk about how to safely and properly execute them.
Don’t worry! We’re going to do a lot of warming up to keep our bodies safe. Let your fear of splits
fade away and learn to own them! (2 hours)

Rolls And Up To Downs (Lyra)
Poses...we all love them but wouldn’t it be nice to have some incredible dynamic movements in
your lyra toolbox as well? This workshop is all about learning and creating seamless transitions as we
roll, flip and slide around the hoop, as well as work on our slithery movements from above to below.
It is perfect for the person that is feeling slightly stuck and is wanting to break into something less
pose based and more fluid. (2 hours)
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Satya’s Fire Workshop Offerings:
Fire: Fire Eating Learn how to safely and properly eat fire.
We will take this slowly and teach every step so that you are super comfortable
and secure. For those that have experience fire eating, I will give instruction on how to take it
to the next level. (90 minutes)
Fire: Fleshing With A Hint Of Vapor Tricks
Learn how to use fuel to transfer flame on your own flesh and between your torch and
your skin. Also learn transfers and other tricks using your fuel's vapor. We'll be working on
partner tricks for those of you that have already taken this class. (90 minutes)
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Testimonials
“Satarah brings such an amazing, innovative and creative vibe to their entertainment. Their energy is
infectious and they are multifaceted with fire eating, belly dancing, aerials. You are wowed by the diversity in their
abilities and talents. They are professionals with over twenty years of combined experience and it shows. You will
certainly be impressed if they are coming to a venue near you.”
-Michele Henn Emcee of Queen City Femme Fest

“For the past 3 years it has been an absolute pleasure to work with Satarah as a volunteer for BLOOM.
And I hope my volunteer duty will continue for many years to come. The ladies have worked tirelessly to make
these shows truly incredible experiences for all, young and old alike, and it has been a true honor to watch them
perform and make a truly wonderful artistic contribution to
our community.”
-David Fullam

"Enthralling, enchanting, hypnotic, and beautiful, Satarah will take you to a new dimension of
entertainment. Every performance communicates the emotion and effort put into the production. The imagery will
expand your imagination and spark your desire to add more and more beauty and creativity to your life. Whether
you catch the annual show, or a performance within a variety event, you will enjoy every minute of the experience
and wonder at how beautiful entertainment can be."
-Martin Barry

"Satya and Sarah bellydanced at my wedding reception and they were wonderful! They each did a solo
piece to live music, then they came together for a beautiful duet. My guests loved them and they helped make
my special day absolutely amazing!"
-Kate Abernathy
"As activities director for the horror convention Mad Monster Party I hired Satarah to do some dancing
and Fire Arts performances outside of our seminar tent during our Saturday evening's festivities. Not only were
they totally professional but they helped us with the guidelines as far as fire performances and were totally committed to the safety of our venue and our property as much as their own. They showed up early were totally
professional and performed exactly at the times we told them to for the durations we decided upon and generally
just wowed the crowd and gave us way more than we expected. We try to do something a little different every
year but we're looking forward to hiring them back next year and on top of that we have people that remember
their performance and come up to us and ask us if they are going to be there again. They definitely made a
great impression on the crowd."
-Scott Homewood Publicity/Activities Mad Monster Party
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Satarah
Satarah: www.SatarahPresents.com
Bloom: www.InspireYourBloom.com
Phone: 602-486-3831
Email: studiosatarah@gmail.com

